Event: Gustav Vasa Seminar and Doctoral Summer School on Gender & Economy, 13-16 June, University of Jyvaskyla, Finland (Deadline 12 April)

Discussion published by Olli Turunen on Sunday, March 13, 2022

Gustav Vasa Seminar's (June 15-16, 2022, University of Jyväskylä, Finland) theme this year is Gender & Economy. The event directly precedes the Baltic Connections: a Conference on Social Science History. Applications to the seminar are welcome until April 12, 2022. You can submit a paper here.

Please note also the Gender & Economy themed Doctoral Summer School (June 13-14). Professor Anne E.C. McCants (MIT) will be teaching. Applications are accepted until April 12. You can apply here.

For further information, please contact gustavvasa@jyu.fi.
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